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Vipathakanar from Velamma
comic is an Indian social

scientist. She has a husband
named Varadan who is a

professor of a college.
Vipathakanar now is separated

from her husband and lives
alone. He is a well-known
Astrologer in Thiruvattar.
Vipathakanar is a noted

Astrologer who spreads the true
knowledge of astrology. He reads
the horoscope of the person who

consulted him and predicts
whether he/she is getting

married or will be divorced.
There are many stories coming
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about the wife who divorced her
husband and now divorced with
the soulmate. This story is very
like-able and almost 100% true

and it evenÂ .Read more Editorial
Reviews Review "Velamma is

superb! Is this the start of a new
trend?.Dinesh Arora, The Times
of India." "The most delightful

aspect of this comic-strip is the
genius timing with which the

comic writers handle the
character of Vivek and Bhanu,
two characters who, despite

being part of a multigenerational
family, feel like a typical modern
couple living in the city..Bhanu

dreams of being an actress, and
Vivek promises to help her
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achieve it. Both friends try to
make out with each other, and

even become a couple for a while
but pull themselves back due to

the social status. The comic
doesn't fall short in describing
the modern urban life, which is
characterized by the increasing
competition, fashion and sexual

awakening. For the younger
readers who are not familiar with
the modern lifestyle but also for

the older readers to remind them
of their home and past, the

comic also provides a perfect
contrast." The Times of India

"Velamma is a unique
combination of good humor and
great brain power. It deals with
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the modern issues of life like a
soap opera, but with a dash of

the philosophical. In most Indian
comic books, the storytelling is

linear and predictable, but
Velamma inverts the usual plot
and creates layers to heighten

the story. It's a great read." Daily
news paper Review "Velamma is

supreme. It consists of great
characters and should be given

the attention it deserves.
Velamma merges truth, fact and
fiction to create a story that is
difficult to put down." Tribune
Daily "What makes Velamma

stand apart is the way it treats
Hindi's
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